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Edward O’Dwyer

australia

At that point came the first signs
of tears on their way, and all
there was for her to do was to stand up
and to turn away

from the rabble of other voices,
all the clanking and rattling coming from the kitchen,
the ding of the till drawer closing,

face out the window of the café,
look through the couldn’t-be-bothered weather,
through the lunchtime crowds,

zig-zagging
once, and again, and again, gaining the water’s edge,
passing through lush Dutch fields,
past their waving windmills,

around Azerbaijani oil rigs,
through the syrupy air pollutions of Indian cities

and then out over more water, to another land’s edge,
an exotic stretch of beach, her boyfriend there,
his hair grown longer, wavier,
a lighter shade now, one not unlike the sand,

the sun beating down
as he applies a generous squirt of sun cream
to the bronzed back and shoulders
of a girl that went to her school,

that she never got on with,
with whom, though nothing really happened,
there was a tension she couldn’t quite put a finger on.
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Michael Coady

the jock

That’s street lingo for cancer hereabouts;
veiled monosyllable, both sharp and blunt, 
always with the definite article,
a tone of fatalism and pity
 
for the stricken. It’s a generic code
unspoken in consulting room or ward
but traded in the pub or betting shop.
The jock. It’s mouthed softly, perhaps from

our spooked image of an unself within
that might stir awake and mount you bareback 
to ride out all the way, nor ever spare
the spurs or bridle, bit or riding crop.

Still, some unseat it. Others go on down
with courage like a sanctifying grace. 
That trumpet player, longstanding sideman 
through all those nights and places, scores and songs – 

recall the final evening he contrived
to haul himself upright and eyeball death,
sip at a beer and manage broken breath
enough to sing with you As Time Goes By.
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John Gosslee

the congress

Music merges with the billboards
that arc into a gristled light around the car.

The bartender is so attentive to the tilt
of the whiskey bottle pouring out its earth.
The librarian’s shorthand records 
a copper cup next to the five tap beer spout,
the bill footed by the waiter in an apron and bowtie 
after the table skips out. 

My reflection in the big hotel window 
framing the city lights fixed on the grid,
clothed in taxes, hums a song about the now. 
The contracts and ornaments don’t smooth 
the skyline against the dawn. 
I hear the keycard click in the slot, 
the ice crack when the water hits the glass. 
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Grace Wilentz

the iguana dreams of its mom

Lazy I slept through the lunar eclipse and dreamt of my mother.
She has visited me only twice – in some mid-western supermarket, 
  and again, in the stall of a Bangkok street merchant.
Each time the feeling was fuller than a phantom limb, for I think I 

have my heart 
  back
before the backward fall of waking, where the strings of grief catch 

me and make me 
  move.
I have lived through two eclipses – saw one on a beach with my 

mother, missed one 
  in a dream with her too.
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David McLoghlin

blue dark

I think I have seen it repeated: someone 
silhouetted, as if climbing a line, 
rising slowly. When he broaches the surface 
he starts to die – his colours gasping 
on the scumming pan of the concrete
some crowded day at the beach. There is
always that ocean. All I give him is the swarm 
and bloom of algae in The Narrows: 
not enough oxygen. There is another sea
when I go into the thicket 
of an hour without guilt or kinship, 
to be able to come back like someone 
walking out of water. Albatrosses rise 
to 10,000 feet, cock their wings, and glide 
until the sound of spray wakes them. 
When I am there, silence can open
like a sea rose, billowing. He goes down the ladder 
of blue-dark, coming to rest on the substrate
where there is another kind of breathing.
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Gerald Dawe

east pier
 
Not a bad day today
by all accounts. Little bits
of mist hang above
our encampments –
 
villas wedged into cliff face,
the grand terraces
overlooking the bay;
an older order of things.
 
Along with the sprightly
there’s one or two giving
out on the latest iPhones
unassuageable complaint.
 
I keep to the east pier
under this cold blanket
of sky, patches of mist
like smoke from a fire.
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Carolyn Claire Mitchell

sruthán na láire báine

Ní raibh mé riamh ann
ach cloisim é 
ag siosarnach is ag slaparnach
tríd an talamh bán bánaithe –
na daoine óga ar an mbád bán
is seanduine le béal bán
ag labhairt le fear an raidió
faoi sruthán ag triomú
faoi láir gan searrach
faoi na fuaimeanna is na focla
ag imeacht bán 
gan béala ná beola chun iad a rá.
Cloisim na focla sin ag stealladh uaidh
mar uisce geal ar thalamh spalptha.
Níl speach sa láir shéimh seo
í ina seasamh ar bhruach an tsrutháin.
Bíonn an seanduine ag éisteacht léi fós
agus tuigeann an talamh bán i gcónaí í.
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Aifric Mac Aodha

anne bonny

I. 
 
Mar go n-imíonn scáil
na deirge istoíche,
is an rud atá dorcha,
go ndéanann léas sa duibhe,
ní dubh atáid, a mbáid,
ach dearg, na hiascairí
mídhleathacha – 

II.

Céard é an rud fírinne?
Stop, maith cailín – 

An lá i ndiaidh na stoirme,
an ciúnas, an calm,

dhá thaobh an bháid
á cur faoi uisce, gan ghaoth,

sin rud a leathfadh anam. 
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Patrick Cotter

oisín
 
With a dead tongue I named you  
‘little deer’. You had tossed under  
your mother’s skin, pushing shapes  
 
like shrunken antlers behind a satin veil.  
Somehow I saw it all leading to this:  
the struggles with your mother  
 
the scripted tears and slammed doors  
the walkings-out and walkings-in 
the candles lit and the prayers begun; 
 
all to your father to be the first to hold you. 
My green surgical gown, disposable  
skullcap like some priestly garb  
 
or butcher’s apparel. You taking  
the world in with a yawn, blood-stained  
forehead and eyes blurred as if staring  
 
through a dozen bottles thick with vodka.  
The surgeon put a needle to your mother’s belly.  
Her trolley shin high in a swill of blood  
 
and amniotic liquor. I cried God’s name  
silent, inside my skull. Chaffinch song  
bickered through the open window like a chorus.
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John Kelly

poem for david bowie

There was a man who used to cut the grass. 
He used a scythe – the snaking shaft of it – 
the sned – just right for swivel and for sweep. 

A blade so sharp, they said, 
it would cut wool floating down a stream. 
And tonight I dreamed that man again. 

Corrigan or Kerrigan – I forget his name – 
but he cut a swathe. He cleared a path. 
I saw the frogs, the twitching leveret, 

the grasshoppers in splashes. 
Then the sudden tilt in everything – 
and everything collapses.


